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Is there any kid out there not eager to grow, learn and play in an urban park just in the middle of the 
city? 

Based on the above premise, the approach emerges from the dialogue between the city and the nature. 

“El Huerto del Retiro” has been considered the perfect location for developing the project. This area 

represents the perfect boundary between the urban life and the park.  

Despite the high historical and artistic value of stoves and nurseries that can be found, the place is 
characterized by its disaggregated structure. 

The building will try to assume the transition between the urban crudeness and the lightness of the natural 
world.  

Af ter an analysis of the dif ferent typologies constituting the architecture of greenhouses, the projected 

building would be attached to the existent wall closing the block entirely. 

A new key player is introduced in the enclosure’s f lower growing act ivity: children. 

First, visitors are addressed to a longitudinal circulation, representing the mentioned dialogue between the 
urban and the natural world. Then, a transversal circulation is generated connecting the building to the 
architectonic preexistences with planned views. 

As a continuation of the existing wall made of ‘mampostería toledana’, the concrete gets dematerialized and 

transformed into a light metal structure. 

The concrete generates a sof t interior space with sharp edges. 
Concrete conoids, ruled surfaces formed by lines supported by a rectangle and a circle, walk the children to 

the playground areas. 

5m diameter cylinders are light and bright, of fering a smooth and livable interior.  

Concrete structure is composed of rectangular pillars and slabs. On the other hand, the light cylindrical 
structure is made up of curved steel tubular prof iles and tetrahedral connection pieces, being supported by 
a concrete curved slab. Cylinders enclosure pieces are formed by a double white textile skin (internal and 

external). As if they were f ish scales, rhomboid blades are designed to obtain a complete sunscreen interior.  
  

The spaces associated to the program are generated by curved shapes and the concrete creates dif ferent 
forms, trying to build new realities for the children, while games and dif ferent situations arise at dif ferent 

stages and levels. 

The children’s retreat is well-related with the architecture of the greenhouses and therefore, it constitutes a 
place where children enjoy while learning. 

Transition from the city to the park has been carried through all aspects of the project, f rom the initial idea 
to its technical resolution, and remains as an imperative condition to keep an idyllic playground area.  

 
 
 


